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GAME ASSURED AS P. C. ALWAYS SCRAPS
CLEMSON—COMPETENT OFFICIALS.
PLENTY OF SEATS

Having been deprived of their
intended feast on the Tiger of the
Plains, the Clemson Tiger will invade the gridiron this Saturday with
a ravenous appetite. And neither
will their hunger be satisfied by
any thing less than whatever satisfaction the victory over Presbyterian
College will afford. Although appearances indicate that P. C. will
be no small meal the Tigers are
only going to let this meal be their
first course in the state banquet.
. P. C. lost her first game to the
Davidson Wild Cats by a score of
15 to 3. However, they showed what
a fighting spirit they possessed by
battling Southern College to a 0 to
0 tie. The Tarheel Eleven defeated
Elon just three more points than
. they did P. C, but that doesn't
indicate a definite strength of the
teams. Dope has been upset entirely
too many times for the Tiger Eleven to pin much faith in the results
offered by the
two first
clashes of the year. Coach Johnson
always puts out just about as good
a team as the material on hand
will permit and we mustn't expect
a showdown. Then too, the P. C.
bunch always fights Clemson to
the utmost of their endurance. We
cannot, unforunately, explain the

psychology in that fact but it has
been proved to be true by past experience. So gang lets get in here
behind the team and make' this
game one in preparation for Furman
and Carolina.
Good Officals Assured.
An excellent array of officals will
grace the field Saturday, and a well
disciplined game is assured. Everett
Strupper, of Georgia Tech, will be
big boss while Capt. Cunningham
(Vanderbilt)
who is one of the
University of Georgia coaches will
be second in command.
Lindsay
Moore of Washington and Lee will
officate as headlinesman. Strupper is
an old player of great merit and
he knows the game from the ground
up. He became acquainted with the
Clemson eleven this year by officiating at the Auburn game, and
from what we can learn there was
absolutely no kick coming from
either of the contestants.
The game will start promptly at
3 P. M. on Saturday the 11. Admission will be ?1.50 for adults and
all the young Tiger supporters who
can't find a convenient hole under
the fence and can't get around any
other way will probably find no
difficulty in gaining admittance if
(Continued on Page Five)

FACITY RECEPTION "HORTIE" SENIOR
ORGANIZE SOCIETY
The annual reception given by
the college to the new members
of the faculty was held in the
Y. M. C. A. Friday evening. This
reception is an annual event by the
'college to welcome the new members of the faculty. All the mem'bers of the faculty and the resident
of the campus were invited. The
attendance was about four hundred.
, The lobby of the "Y" was attractively decorated with palms and
flowers which added a great dealj
to the occasion.
The receiving line was composed
■of President and Mrs. Earle, Colonel and Mrs. Cole and the new
members of the faculty. After a
very enjoyable evening refreshments,
consisting of coffee, salad and nuts
were served..
The entire reception was enjoyed
immensely by all those _attending.
The college is to be congratulated
upon the capable additions to the
. faculty and we hope that they will
-make themselves at home in our
midst. It is our belief that they will
find Clemson as pleasant and as
hospitable as any place in which
they may work.

Fills a Gap in List of Clemson's
Technical Clubs—Hart President
A new Society has just been
organized at Clemson. It is the
Horticultural Society. It has just
drawn up its by-laws and elected
its officers. There are only thirteen
members so far. It has not definitely been decided what size the roll
shall be.
The following officers were elected:
T. J. Hart
President
P. D. Stoney
Vice-Presideent
L. G. Causey
Secretary & Treas.
E. W. Brockman Business manager
These officers should be able to
lead the members to a great society.
Each week topics that have not
,been met will be taken up textbooks and classrooms. The society
has been organized. Now it is up
to each member to do his part. If
every member will do his best
and will work hard, the society can
be made a great benefit to all members.
—H. L. T.

bandrymen To Atlanta-—Will
Enter Contests

PLAINSMEN WIN 13 TO 0 OVER THEIR FAMILY RIVALS
FROM PALMETTO STATE

On Sunday, several fortunate
Drake Field, Auburn, Ala., Oct. 4.—Clemson's roaring Tiger
members of the Bull section (that
from
the hills, hungry for the blood of his family rival, the
is the animal Husbandrymen) left
for Atlanta, where they go to at- Tiger of Auburn, this afternoon strode out on the plains of
tend and participate in the live- Alabama and met the Auburn beast on his home stamping
stock judging contest, at the South ground. But powerful as he was, the fierce Jungaleer of ClemEastern Fair.
son met his match, and after the most furiously fought battle
In the past Clemson's representaever staged at Auburn, he went down in honorable defeat betives l^,ve made a very creditable
fore the Plainsman.
showing at this fair and it is expected of them to do better than
The fight was one of hard hitting '
ever this year. They will remain in
and powerful driving from beginning
Atlanta four days, returning, we
to end, and both teams were tested
hope, with many honors won, when
in the furnace of combat and found
they arrive back at school on Thursnot wanting. An October sun of midday.
summer intensity bore down on the
The following men, headed by
field, adding ita heat to that of the
Professor Morgan, made the trip
already fiery contest.
down: W. H. Cobb, D. W. Stribling,
In a battle composed largely of
J. K. Maner. J. R. Miller, J. H. Coach Cul Richards Uncovering straight football the two elevens
Much Good Material; Emphasis
Holmes.
were closely matched, and during
On Sound Fundamentals
the early stages of the game there

FINAL TOUCHES
TO RATS FOR
OPENING GAME

NUMBERS ON JERSIES
OF FOOTBALL PLAYERS
Clip This List as Tigers Will Wear
Same Numbers All Season
The following list gives the numbers worn on the jersies of Clemson's
varsity football team. This list
shuold be saved for ready reference
as the same numbers will be used
all season.
1. Captain Charlie Robinson.
2. McGill.
S.John Walker.
4."Pinky" Colbert.
5. "Fatty" Fleming.
6.Charlie Kirkland.
8."Frog" Palmer.
9. Lewis Smith.
10."Stonewall" Jackson.
11 .Bratton Williams.
12."Doc"Melton.
13. "Tick" Hendee.
14. Tom Bailes.
15. "Red" Wilson.
16. Fred Leitzey.
17. "Kit" Hane.
ID. "Dutch" Tennant.
20. "Horse" Mullins.
21. "Sap" Elms.
22. Paul Austin.
23. Dan Stewart.
24. Pete Reynolds.
25. Green.
26. Jack Fewell.
28. H. J. Bowles.
29. Jake Wray.'
30. "Pat" Harmon.
31. Gary Finklea.
32. Val Lipscomb.
33. "Butch" Holahan.
34. Wallace Roy.
36. "Prep" Bradley.
Col. Cole: Halt who goes there?
Voice: Be not afraid, it is only
I, S. McGary Cox.

Coach Richards puts the finishing
touches on the Rats this week in
preparation for
their first game
which takes place next Saturday
week. The squad is slowly rounding into shape as time passes, and
individuals begin to tighten their
grasps «n their respective positions.
Coach is letting no opportunity go
by to see exactly where each player
is best fitted to perfom. Several
players who have been working in
the line have been shifted to the
backfield and few linemen have
been changed about. Rat "Red"
Harvey is functioning at center now.
Formerly he played tackle and he did
unsually well there but his new position seems to fit him to a "T".
Several boys are suffering with
sprains and twisted ligaments, but
only a very small percentage have
been forced out for the season. The
Rats have had some stiff work-outs
this week and things as a whole
look well. Their offense could hardly be stopped consistently by the
varsity and the line stood up exceedingly well under the pounding
of the much heavier varsity line.
The backfield showed up well as
usual 'and showed some excellent
bursts of speed. Dozier did some
good work as did Martin and Link
Chandler did very good on end runs,
and displayed some fine brokenfield running. Askew of Union is
playing in the backfield now and is
doing good work. He is suffering
with a wrenched knee at present,
but he will probably be back in the
line-up soon.
Work in Fundamentals
All the details of the game are
being stressed, but especial attention
is being paid to interference work.
Most high school teams are visibly
weak in this department, and Coach
Richards
doesn't intend for his
Continued on page two.)

was little to choose between them.
Clemson's offense, except for a few
spurts, was unable to penetrate the
steadfast wall of Auburn defense,
and during the first half Auburn
was almost equally held at bay.
Consequently the game began to
assume the proportions of a defensive battle, and a repetition of the
scoreless
tie which
resulted on
Riggs Field last year loomed up in
the minds of the spectators as a
possibility.
But suddenly the turn of the tide
came near the close of the half,
when Auburn suddenly rode into
the lead on the wings of a pigskin
from the toe of Williams, who kicked a field goal from placement on
the forty-nine yard line.
The second half came and the
teams still played on even terms,
with the probaility of any addition
al scoring by either side appearing
very slight. Again the toe of this
same Williams came into prominence
in the third period when he kicked
another field goal, and Auburn was
six points ahead.
Finally in the last period Auburn's
old-fashioned line-plunging attack,
functioning with smoothness and a
world of force, began to be successful. It was not successful in any
sweeping manner, it was forced to
do its utmost to get the necessary
ground, but it did succeed in pushing the ball down the field, a little
at a time, sixty-five yards for a
touchdown. Various members of the
accomplished Auburn backfield shared in the carrying of the ball, but
to a Sophmore just breaking into
the limelight of varsity fame went
the major honors. His name is Salters, and he surely salts away a
(Continued on Page Five)
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TO THE FRESHMAN
The first month has come and
gone and every new student should
now be settled down in the life of
Clemson. At this time a few pointers from the men who have passed
over the same road will be very
valuable to the Freshmen in their
student life.
In the first place, study your
textbooks. You are coming to college to acquire an education. The
authorities have a course of study
that will fit you for later life. However, you must do your part and do
all in your power to gain a knowledge of all the work you go over.
Keep up with your work. It is much
easier to keep in stride and in place
in a race if you are going to win
out than to fall behind and have
to strain every faculty to catch up.
In the second place be honest.
The old adage is just as true of
college life as of any other form
of living.
"Honesty is the best,
policy." Make that your motto. Live
up to to it—in the classroom, in
barracks, on examinations, and in
all the' activities in which you are
engaged. Honesty, truthfulness, and
sincerity are foundations upon which
every man can well afford to build
the structure of his character.
In the third place, look out for
your health. Take plenty of exercise;
get your share of fresh air.
Be
systematic in your eating, sleeping,
and in every act you perform. A
strong healthy body is the first
essential to a clear, strong, wellbalanced mind. Good health is a
priceless possession. Guard it and
make it work for your benefit and
happiness.
'In the fourth place (in my enumeration and not in importance),
do not think' you are on a religious
vacation. The spiritual side of your
life must be developed at college
just the same as any other side
and in all reality,
it should be
especially attended to, because all

success which is true is founded
on character which realizes the great
importance of Christianity. Join a
Bible Class, help the Y. M. C.A. in
its activities, remember to read the
Bible your Mother gave you, and
above all, identify yourself with
the ones that are good and shun
the followers of evil.
In the fifth palce, be thrifty.
You are entering upon o four year
pull on your father's pocketbook.
Watch your money. Spend only for
necessities. Let the other things go.
Cooperate with your father in making it possible for you to acquire
a college education.
In the sixth place, watch your
time. Make every minute count.
You are your own boss, overseer,
and timekeeper. Control your habits such that you will be able to
say each night that you have utilized
the time of the day just past to
the best advantage.
Lastly, get the Tiger spirit. A
true Clemson Tiger is the best and
only kind of man we want at Clemson. Learn the customs, the ideas,
and the traditions of Tigertown.
With these factors and the old
spirit you will know what it means
when one soys "I am a Clemson
man." It is a privilege to be a
member of the Tiger Clan. Do not
desecrate it.
The above pointers are just a
few of the many we might pas3
on to you. However, these are the
essential ones. Study them. And
when four year from now takes
the center of the stage, you may
look back and know that you have
run a good race, that you have kept
the faith, and have won the right
to represent Clemson in the world
you will enter.
—E. L. S.
TRUE TIGERISM

The true spirit of Tigerism held
sway over the entire campus during
the past week, and it is our sincere
hope that this spirit will continue
throughout the scholastic year.
The lone thought in the mind
of the cadet corps was a victory
over Auburn. That the team might
be inspired by our thoughts and
spirit furnished the occasion for
more pep and college spirit than
has been shown around here in
the past two years. The student
body held pep meetings in chapel
several nights prior to the Auburn
—Clemson classic, and Friday we
sent the team off with oceans of
vim and pep.
Sunday, after our representives
had fought hard but lost to the
"Tigers of the Plains," the corps
showed that they were still behind
the team, because we know they
fought hard, and each man was a
hero.
Now men, don't let that spirit
die down. Keep in behind that team
and let them know that we believe
in them to the uast. We have six
other games on our schedule, and
it is vitally important that we
win all six, but it will be impossible
unless every man does his share
towards keeping the spirit of the
team keyed up to tbjr highest. So
let's turn out to those pep meetings
and let Capt. Robby and his men
know that we are fighting our
battle on the sidelines just as hard
as they are on the gridiron.
—J. B. C.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT,
This year at Clemson bids fair
to be one of the most important
years in the history of our great
institution. For many years, many
of our Southern colleges have been
'addopting what is known as Student
Government. At first ,this method
was considered
radical—as most
new ideas are—by those in authority
as well as by students themselves.
But as college after college has
fallen into step by adopting and
putting into working practice this
form of government, it is now conceeded by all to be the best form
of goverment for college men.
There are many reasons why student government is so highly esteemed, one of the most important
being that men go to college in
order to secure training along executive lines. By so preparing themselves, they are fitted to take their
rightful places as the leaders of
the future. When one learns to
lead, one learns to control, direct and
govern. It is useless for anyone to
expect to
have any success
in
governing others,
unless he has
first learned
to govern
himself
aright. This training for leadership is one important side of a
man's life that is being neglected
at Clemson. The fact that student
government is founded on the same,
sound, democratic principles that
our national government is based
on—this fact alone is a mighty bis
argument in itts favor. At Clemson,
to a greater degree, probably, than
at any other college its size, all
the conditions and circumstances
combine to make it, primarily, a
democratic college. Every student
here enjoys the same priveliges, has
the same duties to preform, and has
to abide by the same set of regulations. This fact, more than anything
else should be a strong argument in
favor of student government at
Clemson.
This year, the Senior Class is being held directly responsible for the
affairs of discipline in barracks
This is one of our first steps forward
toward
complete
student
goverment, and, like all first steps,
is now considered an experiment.
If, at the end of this year, they
have met with success in their attempt to control the student body,
it is possible that other steps will
Jae taken by the college authorities
to place the reigns of government
'completely in the hands of the students.
For myself, I'm sure that it would
■be a great thing, not only for the
present students, but also for the
future Sons of Clemson, if we can
secure a complete system of student government, and to that end,
we should all willingly do our part
toward securing it. It is only by
whole-hearted
cooperation
from
every one of us, that we can hope
to accomplish anything that will
'be of lasting good. Let's get behind
the Senior Class, all you Tigers
that want to see Clemson grow, and
put over this first step toward student government at Clemson.
—E. C. K.
RESULT OF CHEAPER DANCES

The recent Senior Dance was a
complete success in every way—
financially included. When it was
announced by the officers of the
club giving the dance that they
intended charging only two dollars
and a half admission, many cadets
laughed and said they would cerKeep in touch with our soda
tainly lose money. But those who
fount. It touches your thirst. laughed were sadly mistaken. Eighty
L. Cleveland Martin.
men paid $2.50 admission and $30.-

00 was taken in "at the door making a total of $ 230.00. Thirty-three
members of the Senior Dancing Club
paid one dollar invitation fee, making a total cash sum of $ 263.00.
The decorations in the big gym
were very appropriate for this season of the year, but their cost was
practially nothing. Last year decorations for the dance usually cost
around
$35. The
transportation
charges this year were about the
same as ever—$15. The orchestra
charged $20 - less than last year.
Therefore the net savings on dances
this year was $55. The number of
men attending was about the average. But .last year eighty men paid
in $3 20—the admission being four
dollars. Nothing was ever left over,
or if it was there was never anything said about it. This year the
total expenses of the festival were
$159, leaving a clear profit of $103.
If this profit can be made when
$2. 50 is charged, what kind of a
profit was made when the admission
was $4. 00, and where did this profit
go?
To the Officers of the Senior
Dancing Club we, the cadets of
Clemson College, owe more that we
can tell for their faithful and sincere actions in lowering the price
of our dances.
—J. B. C.
FINAL TOUCHES TO RATS
FOR OPENING GAME
(continued from page one)

PLANS MADE FOR
EVERY STUDENT TO
JOIN THEY.M, C.A.
"Y" Workers Gather For Supper—
Encouragement Is Keynote of
Speeches By Pres. Earle and
Prof. Martin
It is the desire of the "Y" secretaries, and the members of the
faculty and student body closely connected with the "Y" that every member of the student body become a
part of the Y. M. C. A. Not only
that they should have their name
down as an active or associate member of
the association, but that
they might have a part in the work
of the "Y" here- at Clemson. The
Y. M. C. A. does not need you near
as badly as you do it. There is not
a man in the student body who
would not "profit by taking an active part in what goes on at the
'Y". It is not desired that every man
become a member of the Friendship Council or a Bible Class leader
because then there would be nobody
to work with, but it is hoped that
everyone is in sympathy with what
is done.
Each cadet automatically becomes
a member of the "Y" when he
matriculates, but there are some
faculty members who never become
members. If every member of the
faculty would join the Y. M. C. A.
and show some interest in it a
great deal more could be done in
the student body. It is the plan
of the secretaries that every member
of the faculty be asked to join tha
"Y". We want these men to come to
the "Y" and see what is going on,
talk to the men and see what they
are interested in.
In order that this canvass might
be made the members of the cabinet
and a few other leading men of the
association along with about ten
men of the campus met for a supper
at the Cafeteria Thursday night.
After supper President Earle madi
a short talk. President Earle complimented the "Y" on the work it has
done and is doing and expressed
his hopes that the canvass might be
a success. Mr. Holtzenorff then called on Professor Martin, a man who
has done a great deal for the Y. M.
C. A, for a speech. Professor Martin
explained the nature of the canvass
to the men. After the meeting was
over some of the men went out to
make their canvass. The others will
see the men that were apportionel
out to them later. It is hoped that
these men will meet with great success in this work during the next
few days.
T. J. H.

(Continued from Page One.)
teams to show this weakness. The
very methods in each department
are being taught the team. Hence,
Coach Bud will not have a bunch
of inexperienced players to deal with
next year. Captain May gave the
Rats a careful once over this afternoon, and although we didn't ask
his
opinion,
he
looked well
pleased with the team as a whole.
The wealth of good and big material
available this year makes the task
of picking a probable line-up for
the next game very
dangerous.
Every time the writer thinks that
he has a likely bunch spotted, he
finds that he has omitted some of
the best prospects.
In fact coach still finds occasionally that some inconspicuous fellow
really is putting out a brand of
football unnoticed, and with the reward of eating on the training table.
Carolina "Biddies" Strong
Dope is gradually filtering in
about other freshman teams and
Carolina is reputed to be putting
out a strong team. Several fast
back field men are on the squad
an under the tuteage they will receive they should make a formidable
team. Furman is not inactive, and
3oach Norman is striving diligently to
trim up material for Laval's hurricane. From the showing they have
Young Professor: "I teach the
been making against the Furman Romance languages!"
varsity, they must have some fine
Miss Highhat: "That's fine, but
material.
please don't start any laboratory
—E. W. C. work here."
—Tiger.
Cuts Wise pulled a good one on
Him: "What nice, soft hands
the A. I. E. E. boys the other night.
you have."
Nominations for certain office were
Shim: "My hands are soft bein order and several Person had been
cause I wear gloves at night."
nominated and then silence reigned.
Him: "I'll bet you keep your
The silence was broken the voice of hat on, too."
Wise: "If there are going to be no
—Drexered.
more nominations, I move the nominations come to a close."
She:—I understand that you played football in college.
One day while John Todd wa3
Ole grad:—Yes, I was drawback
visiting in Toccoa, a friend introon the team and halfback in my'
duced him to some girl. The intro- studies.
duction ran something like this:
Friend: Miss Smith meet Mr. Todd.
Dentist, extracting tooth: "Thi3
Miss Smith: I'm so awful glad to will be ten dollars."
meet you, Mr. Todd.
Victim: "Keep the damn' thing.
Todd; Well I allawed you'd be.
—Pelican.
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THINGS ARE NOT
WHAT THEY SEEM
For the satisfaction of a certain
few and for the advice of all who
read these columns, we wish to say
that the joke column does not carry
NEWS ITEMS. It seems that one of
our articles has been taken as such.
We did not intend calling anyone a
"hobo"—probably we should have
said "PATRIOTIC SONS OF EASE"
instead of "PATRIOTIC SONS OF
REST."
P. G.
Alas, Poor Yorick!
He told her he had a great, big
new yellow car. It was all shiny and
bright and spiffy. He said it had
cost a fortune, too. He told her
he was learing to run the car
by driving it eight hours every
day up and down through the
busy streets of the town.
He told her all this.
She believed him.
And it was true.
He was the new motorman for
the street car company.
—Pelican.
Co: "We have seventy-four keys
up at our house and none of them
will fit a lock."
Ed: ''If they're no good why
don't you throw them away?"
Co: "Oh, we couldn't play the
piano without them."
—Oregon Lemon Punch.
If a man tells a woman that
she is beautiful and her mirror
tells her the opposite, she believes the man—and buys a new
mirror.
Under a spreading chestnut tree
The village smithy stands;
The Smith, a mighty man was he
With large and sinewy hands;
And the knuckles of his scrawny
arms
Were strong as rubber bands
His

brow was wet with honest
sweat;
He earned his beans and chops,
But Smith got tired and peeved
one day
And sold his blacksmith shop—
So he and his brother both grew
beards
—Life.

Prof:—"What is a telrahedron?"
"Saphead" Elms:—"You mean an
icosahedron?"
Prof:—"No, a tetrahedron.
"Saphead":—"Well, wouldn't you
like to know what an icsahedron
is?"

LATEST BOOK OUT—THE
GREAT TRUNK MYSTERY,
BY O. R. COLE.
Kay:—"Give me one thing that is
different from last year,"
Dea:-—"Well, last year the Commandant had to give Darby permission to enter the mess hall, but this
year it is vice versa."
The Cadet thought he "shot" the
Prof.
In fact he was a hero.
But what we started out to say,
The grade he got was zero.
"Lets move over a few inches,
Jack. There's a nail in the spot
we're dancing on.
Sec.
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made me look, I cut it off b'gosh."
Hi—"Wal—I had a face like yours
once, and when I realized thet I
couldn't cut it off, I grew this beard,
by heck."
—Medley

THREE
If our professors gave examinaWatch me pull off something old,
tions on what they talked about we said Monk Watson, as he removed
would expect the following ques- his right sock.
tions:
Prof. Daniel: Tell fully how I
achieved my greatess.

chance.
L. Cleveland
Prof. Dargan: Give the three most
"Do you really love me?" she
outstanding men of the class of Martin Drug Store.
wrote.
"Referring to my last letter," he 1906.
promtly replied, "you will find that.
Prof. Clark: Explain the benefits
I love you devotedly on page one. of living in Wyoming.
madly on page three, and passionProf Kavanaugh: We dont know
ately on page four and five."
what he talks about.
Bring Your Clothes to Us
Prof. Klugh: If a red house cat
The Stenog's Vacation.
has one tail, would the Gulf of
FOR
My tYpust is on hor vacution
Mexico
be as big as the Atlantic
My trpist's fpr a week
CLEANING, PRESSING
Ocean?
My typudt us in hwr vscarion
Prof.
Harris:
Tell
briefly
how
a
AND REPAIRING
Wgile thse danm kews lsy hude and
person is able to tell that some will
seek.
get it right and some will get it
• * *
Run by Tiger Athletes
On one occasion an officer was wrong.
Prof. Carpenter: Discuss in full JACK CHANDLER, Manager
putting a fresh batch through their
the campus news.
facings.
Located in Rear of Taylor's
"Form fours" he , shouted, and
Capt Lee: Tell how many demerits
Shoe Shop.
they bumped into something like a Cadet gets for non-reg trousers.
order.
Prof. Bradley: Explain how a rail"As you were," he called, and road is built.
WE DO IT RIGHT
back they all came except one fat
Capt. Braden: Nothing.
farmer, who stood stock still
♦♦♦^♦^♦^♦^♦♦^♦♦♦♦♦^^^
"As you were," again yelled the
officer in the bewildered man's ear.
"Beg pardon, sir," muttered the
man, "but I'm blowed if I know
!
where I were."

"I wonder what has become of
the old-fashioned dime novel?"
"It has gone to a dollar and a
The following is received in an
half" replied the grouch.
envelope
from the Pacific Gas &
Sec.
Electric Company, Red Bluff CaliClerk:— "Have I got anything fornia:
"Miss Ana Bell on a summer's
you want?
day.
She:— "What have you got?"
Watched the hired man rake the
hay;
The boy stood on the burning deck
She laughed and giggled in her glee
Expressed himself with vim;
When up his pants leg crawled a
If I get out of this, by heck,
bee.
You'll bet I'll learn to swim!"
Later the farm hand laughed in
"Cute" Little Jack Dorsett has
turn,
been learning cave-man tricks from When a big grasshopper crawled up
handsome little "Sweetie" Clark.
hearn."
* • •
—Pipe Progress
Helen and Warren were seated at
the dinner table at the end of an HEARD AT THE SENIOR DANCE
almost perfect day. "Just think,
Adjutant Roche:—(to sweet litte
dear," said Helen, "we've only been thing) "I am going to let you hold
fighting three times today!"
retreat this afternoon."
"Yes," replied Warren, "morning,
She:—"How heavy is it?"
noon and night." Just then he
glanced at his wife and rose in a Heard in The Commandants Office
boiling rage. Seizing the coffee pot
Cap. Lee:—Bagwell, do you sleep
he socked Helen for a loop. She got with your mouth open?"
up at the count of nine, groggy,
Johnie:—"I don't know sir, I
but still full of fight. Warren was never did stay awake to see.
waiting for her with a chair, and
slammed her for the full count.
The following advertisement apWhen she at last came to, he peared recently in a popular magastood over her and in tones of fury zine:
ground out, "Don't try to deny it,
I know what you done, because I
'BAILY, BANKS & BIDDLE CO,.
seen you when you don it."
Watches for Women
"Done what?" shreiked Helen.
of
"You went and dipped your bread
Superior Design
in your gravy!"
and
Perfection of Movements."
THE BEAST.
When they first met he said, "A There was a thin maiden called Lena
Who bought a new vacuum cleana
bear!"
But she got in the way
He'd dog her footsteps anywhere.
Of its suction one day
She monkeyed with him for a year,
And since then nobody has seena.
Although she said he was a deer.
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PATRONAGE

28 Years at Clemson. Come down and Let's Get
Acquainted

A little horseplay hitched the two.
♦!♦
"Papa, what are cosmetics?"
Now he's the goat. It's nothing gnu.
John Stephens thinks that a radio
"Cosmetics, my son, are peach
—American Legion Weekly
fan is an instrument to keep a
preserves."
broad-casting station cool.
No.l from Hester street—"Say,
R. H. Smith thinks Wallace Ried Abie, vy don't you pull down de
Florence: "Since I have inherited
X Invites the patronage of all Clemson men at all times. $
is a new kind of grass.
window shades ven you luv yore my father's farm, I have had three
Tom Bonner thinks that black vife?'"
proposals of marriage."
ball is a form of African athletics.
George: "Oh, for the land's sake!" V WE SPECIALIZE IN SATISFYING TIGER APPETITES*?
No.2 from Hester Street—"Vat?"
M. B. Kirton thinks that thoNo.l—"I say vy don't you pull
v
roughbred is a bakery product.
She (soulfully): "Don't you just ♦I*
down the vindow shade ven you luv
X
See us about Meal Tickets.
&
adore Omar's Rubiyat?"
yore vife? I saw you last night."
Cap. Higgins—(In military science
He (doelfully): "I believe I like
No.2—"Ah, de joke's on you; I
class) "What is it that holds the vusn't home last night."
Managed by
V
Chesterfields better."
a
"barl and barl-extension back while —Sun Dodger (U. of Washington.)
Mother: "Mary, get ready for the
the belt-feed-pall-cam-cut-groove is
MR. AND. MRS. H. M. PICKETT
moving from left to right?"
DOUBLE-CROSSED
party."
♦♦♦
Thackston:— (just waking up)
Mary: "Shall I wash for high or
Si—"Yep, I hed a beard like yours
♦^^^♦^♦^^♦^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
"I'll bite, what is it?"
once, and when.I realized how it low neck Mother?"

I
♦
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ALUMNI SECTION
EDITOR

E. G. PARKER, '34

This department of the Tiger
will be edited by the Alumni Office
at Clemson. Address all communications for publication and all correspondence in regard to alumni
subscription or to this section to
The Clemson Alumni Association
or to the Secretary.

PERSONAL NOTES
The alumni secretary has received
an invitation to the marriage of Miss
Louise Burgess, of Greelyville, S. C,
to T. S. Buie, '16, of Clemson, on
Oct. 9th.

....The Tiger will be mailed to all
"Cronk" Brown ,'19, of Atlanta,
paid-up members of the alumni
association. The date on your add- was an interested spectator at the
ress label shows when your member. Auburn game in Auburn Saturday.
ship expires.
The following item has been received for publication in the Tiger:
THE CLEMSON ALUMNI
"WARNING"
ASSOCIATION
Frank Jervey beware! I once received '10 and 20' from Col. Cummins for 'Facetiousness' on his exam.
A. H. Ward, '14, President
—JOSHUA WARD, '15"
Aiken, S. C.
E. R. Mclver, '05, V* pres.,
J. E. Dunlap '14, is now with the
Florence, S. C.
W. K. Maglll, '15, Vice President,
research department of the Federal
Chester, S. C.
Phosphorus Co., at Anniston, Ala.
G. C. Fant, '11, V-Pres.,
Anderson, S. C.
Fred E. Pearman '02, writes from
E. G. Parker, '24, Sec.-Treas.,
1727 Land Title Bldg., Philadephia,
Clemson College, S. C.
"The Tiger is splendid, Enjoyed it
GOVERNING BOARD
very much and enclose check for
A. H.. Ward, '14, Aiken
$5.00 for Alumni dues Keep up the
T. B. Young, '03, Florence
good work."
H. S. Johnson, '10, Greenville
H. C. Wannamaker, '16, Orangeburg
R. B. Waters, '16 Sumter
E.'N. Sitton, '11, Autun
E. G. Parker, '24, Clemson College

DIRECTORY OF LOCAL
CHAPTERS
Ci&nson

College—S. R.
'0 7, President

Rhodes,

Greenville—Fred L. Bryant, \9«,
President
G. R. Morgan, '14, Secretary.
Florence—E. R. Mclver, 05, President
S. W. Graham, '17, Secretary
Charleston—J. R. Henderson, '1C,
President
3 Limehouse Street.
Rock Hill—Douglas Tompkins, '12,
President
R. E. Bass, '18, Secretary
Greenwood—W. A.
President

Barnette,

'10,

Columbia—F. P. Caughman President.
Frank W. Lykes, Secretary
Lower

Carolina Chapter—M. E.
Zeigler, '02, President
Orangeburg
H. C. Wannamaker, Jr.'16, Sec
Orangeburg

Chapter of Saluda, Aiken, and Lexington Counties—
H. L. FulmeT, '12, President,
Batesburg
B. H. Stribling, '18, Secretary
Sshenectady—Pittsfield Chapter—
W. P. White, '06, President
96 Pollock Ave., Pittsfield, Mass.
J. P. Voight, '20, Secretary
■45 Linden St., Schenectady, N. Y.
New York City Chapter—
Joshua Ward '15, Pres
P. L. Elias '04, secretary,
Ward Crosby and Smith, Woolworth Building, New York City.
Anderson County Chapter—F.
Sweeney '06, Pres.
115 W. Earle St., Anderson
C. W. Griffin '22, Sec,
Box 137, Anderson

R.

CLEMSON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
FOR A GREATER CLEMSON

W, H, RAMSEY, '21
WRITES OF T
AUBURN GAME
The following is an extract from
a letter received from W. H. Ramsey, '21, who is now principal of
the' State Secondary Agricultural
School at Abbeville, Alabama.
"I have :just returned from the
Village of the Plains, and something
prompts me to type a few lines to
you and inform you as to the impression the fighting Clemson Tigers
made on yesterday evening. There
were a mere handful of us to greet
the Tigers from the Hills when they
came on Drake Field but only a
Clemson man can realize the feeling that surged through me when
the purple and gold clad warriors
came on the field/ I spent the entire
week-end in Auburn and am in a
position to know the viewpoint of
the Auburn students in regard to
this hectic struggle for the feline
supremacy of the conference. The
Auburn men were loud in their
praise of the smooth team work and
fighting spirit which kept back
the heavy hard
driving Auburn
backs. I heard many staunch Auburn supporters make the remark
that Finklea and Roy were the best
pair of ends that they had seen
in action on Drake Field in many
a season. Auburn had been drilled
to watch Capt. Charlie Robinson,
but in spite of this precaution, the
brilliant "Robby" circled the Auburn ends for several nice gains.
The Clemson line performed briliantly and it was only after three
quarters of gruelling charging, under terrific heat, that this stone
wall defense gave way to the steady
plunging Auburn backs. The team
which represented Clemson on Drake
Field yesterday is the smartest and
most aggressive team that I have
ever seen in a Clemson uniform.
Clemson played a superb game and
Auburn is loud in her praise of the
fight we made. Auburn's superior
reserve strength told on us in the
last quarter. I rode_ 120 miles to
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see this great game and wish that
it was possible for me to see every
game that we have scheduled. Of
course we regret that a victory
wasn't realized but after watching
this game I am convinced that the
Clemson Tigers of 1924 will do more
to replace our dear Alam Mater to
the forefront in Southern athletics
than has any team in the last ten
years.
The Clemson
Alumni in
Alabama are strong for Coach Sanders and his scrappy team and we
want you to know that every Clemson man on Drake Field was proud
of the sons clad in Purple and Gold.
Among those who were on the
side lines last Saturday were Emmett Emanual '22, W. T. Hughes
'24 or Ex '24, Col. Madison Pearson, Prof. H. W. Barre, B. C.
("Stumpy") Banks '20, and several
others, whose faces were familiar
but whose names I had forgotten."

SECTION
"Butch" says "Horse" has the it should be. Fellows, come up and
right nick name. Said he had a do your part. Only in that way can
Charlie horse between his two ears. we make our society come up to
its standard and only then can we
derive full benefit from the society.
—J.M. V.

GALHOUN HOLDS
REGULAR MEETING COLUMBIAN GIVE!
A Good Program Is Carried out—
GOODJROGRAM
A Warning To Juniors Is given.
The Calhoun Literary Society held
its regular meeting Friday evening
at 6:30. The meeting was called to
order by the Vice-President. Mr.
Batson. A regular program was carried out. There was a large number
present at the first regular meeting
and only one who was on the program was absent.
Those who wished to know
whether or not Judge Caverly was
justified in his decision in the Frank
Murder case, should have been present to get some of the inside dope.
The querry was. "Resolved." That
Judge Caverly was justified in giving Loeb and Leopold a life sentence." The affirmative was upheld
by Mr. Booker and Mr. Asbill while
Mr. Roche and Mr. Bagwell defended the negative. It was a strong debate and each speaker showed that
he believed himself to be right. Each
side needs sepcial comment. The
Judges though, decided that the
affirmative was the best. The vote
of the House was in favor of the
negative.
We are urged to have some more
of these debates and also some more
of these good programs.
It was decided that from hence
onward each member must serve
at least one time on each number of
the program and must be a member
of the Society for at least fifteen
months before obtaining a diploma
from the Society. And if he absents
himself from three consecutive meetings his name will be dropped from
the roll .That is unless he has a
passable excuse.
There was three new men added
to the roll. Mr. Lawton, Mr. Edwards
and Mr. Brit.
There being no other business the
Society adjourned.

New Members In Charge Of Debate
Oration On Education Well
Received.

The Columbian Literary Society
held an interesting and well attended
meeting last Friday night in the
Columbian Society Hall. As a whole
the program was well prepared and
the new men acted as if they really
intended to begin work in earnest.
The debate, delivered entirely by
new men, was a feature of the program.
CRACKS AND BREAKS ON THE
Mr. J. L. Aull, the orator of the
occasion spoke on "Education" in
AUBURN TRIP
which he brought out the necessity
By "Fred"
and the value of obtaining an education. Mr. L. L. Gillespie, a declaimer,
delivered a humorous poem, "The
"Fatty"
Fleming:—(looking at
Removal."
Mr. F. C. Jennings, the
upper berth) "How can me and
second declaimer gave an unnamed,
Hayne sleep in that thing up there?"
poem of much beauty. The reader,
Mr. C. L. Steadman, gave a well
"Doc" Melton:— We are now
selected reading. The joker, and a
crossing over the Georgia—Alabama
well picked one, was Mr. J. R.Todd.
line.
John says he believes that most
"Frog" Palmer:—I don't see any
blonds are light-headed.
line.
The debaters, all new men, carried
on an interesting debate. The querry,
One member of the team said that
"Resolved, that one should get a
if you want to see Finklea make a
college
education whether he follows
touchdown, just put a plate of toast
a
profession,
or not" was supported
under
the goal post
whenever
by Mr. R. L. Shrigling and Mr.
'"Fink" got the ball.
C' M. Bell. The negative Mr. D. D.
Gillespie, and Mr. H. L. Baldwin re"Pat" and "Robbie" said they saw
ceived
the Judges decision. The new
Billy Laval this time and that he
men are to be commended for prohad a Roman nose instead of long
viding the good debate, and for fallwhiskers.
ing into step so quickly.
A motion was made and favorably
"Otey" Walker delivered these
voted upon to reduce the rates for
three oratorical words at supper
new men to one dollar and a half.
"Shoot'er Toast." '
Mr. H. K. Tinsley was welcomed into the Society as a new member.
"Jake" Wray:—"Shucks! This upEveryone knows that he should
per berth hasn't got any window in
join a society and that the benefits
it."
derived will more than repay his
We now introduce "Kit". Hayne,
investment of time and money. You
The man that Fleming out ra:n.
will eventually wish that you had
!
joined one. Why not pick a good
"Big" Jackson didn't use but one
society now and make yourself a
quart of snake oil on those curly
member? As the Columbian goes, so
locks this trip.
goes the other societies. Why not
Splendid Debate Well Argued By
join the Columbian?
"Horse" Mulins ate ten pieces of
Both Sides—Attendance Is
S. L. G.
Increasing.
toast and got mad and went out
without eating any supper 'cause he
Teacher: "How many different sex
The Palmetto Literary Society met
didn't get enough bread.
are
there?"
on October, 10 for the regular weekJimmy: "Three! Male sex, female
Kirkland:—Say "Pat," see that ly meeting and a good attendance
couple over there, I bet they havn't heard an excellent program. The sex, insects."
—Pipe Progress
been married but three days.
program presented was as follows:—
"Pat" "Why?"
Orator
Traxler, W. C.
"Kirk":—'Cause he's got one Declaimer
Jordan, R. C.
hand around the girl and the other Essayiest
Carson, J. W.
CLEMSON COLLEGE
in his pocket.
Joker
Turner, C. M. :HINGS WE DO FOR THE CADETS
Cash Cadet Checks.
Debate
Tom Bailes: (Looking at clothing
Query: Resolved that the present Agency Flosheim Shoes
Agency Schloss Brothers Clothes.
hammock in pullman.) Who do they
Honor System at Clemson College Agency Ben Vonde Dry Cleaners.
expect can sleep in that thing?
should be abolished.
Agency Spauding Sweaters and
Athletic Goods.
Affirmative
Negative
"Saphead" Elms:—The cow jumpOuten, D. L.
Maxwell, W. C. Sell Cig'aretts and Tobaccos.
Cigars, Candies, Drinks
ed over the moon and strained the
Gibson, J. T.
Hinson, H. S. Stationery, Pencils, Ink.
milk.
The program was very good and Carry a line of Dry Goods, Shirts,
Shoes, Needles, Pins, Thread and
"Red Wilson said his "Grand was well carried out. The orator
lots of things you will need while
and
the
essayist
were
absent
but
all
Paw" never wore a pair of B. V. D.'s
at school.
until he was seventy-five years old. the debaters were present. This is Make you feel at home any time you
not often the case. Mr. King, the
come down and always glad to
see you.
Literary Critic, delivered. a very
Williams: Where do we stop?
Will Help Make the Tiger Roar
forceful
and
-helpful
criticism
of
the
Stewart:—Opelika
(Hope you
for 1924
evening's program.
THE COMMUNITY STORRE, INC
likah)
CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
The attendance is still not what
Williams:'— Who?

PALMETTO S0G ET!
GAINSJEMBERS

THE COMMUNITY STORE

i»
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And, Dear Reader, please don't any appreciable superiorty.
Near the close of the half, Clemson was punting from deep in her
own territory, and Peterson of Auburn receiving the kick in mid-field,
The trouble was that the Auburn signalled for a fair catch. After
bunch did just a little bit more catching the ball he put it down
marvelous work. All honor to our on Clemson's forty-nine yard line,
Tigers for their great play, and all and Auburn elected to attempt a
honor to their Tigers for being just placement kick for field goal. With
the Clemson team placed ten yards
a little better.
Between four and five thousand away, a Plainsman arranged the
people, the largest crowd ever as- ball and Williams stuck his foot into
sembled at Auburn for a football it, sending it far over the goalgame, viewed the Homecoming Day posts for the first score of the game.
From a slightly closer position
battle, and agreed that the game was
the hardest ever fought in the Vil- Williams kicked another one in the
lage of the Plains. And they all third quarter, this time from scrimagreed that Clemson had a great mage formation. Then in the last
eleven, and that Auburn did well quarter. Auburn intercepted a Clemson pass, and starting on their own
indeed to gain the victory.
thirty-five yard line, went slowly
Glory To The Vanquished
The Purple and Gold of Clemson but surely down the field for their
was glorious even in defeat, and touchdown.
Line Up
Clemson's stars shone brilliantly
Position
Auburn
along with the satelles of Auburn, Clemson
LE
Ollinger
who naturally get the spot-light be- Roy
Wilson
LT
Grisham
cause of their victory.
LG
McFadden
It took all strength of Auburn's Tennant
.C
Lawrence (c)
stonewall line to stop the Clemson Lietzey
RG
Brica
offense, and even at that the fleet Jackson
RT
Sitz
Clemson half-backs, Charley Robin- Holahan
RE.—
Pruitt
son and Pat Harmon got away for Finklea .,'..
QB
Peterson
a few nice gains, one of them for Kirkland
LH
E. Willams
thirty-five yards by "Robby" bein?; Harmon
RH
Greene
the longest run of the game. And Robinson
FB
Turner
Bratton Williams on a few occasions B. Willams
Score
by
periods:
plunged the line as of yore.
0; 0; 0; 0— 0
On the defensive the Clemson line Clemson
0; 3; 3; 7—13
dug into the ground and fought Auburn
Summary —Touchdownes, Salter.
with their Tiger furor against every
drive of Auburn. They went down Goal after touchdowns, E. Williams.
scrapping, and only on the one long Field goals, E. Williams (2). First
march did Aubunr make any signifi- downs, Clemson 5; Auburn 13. Substitutions:
Clemson:
Bowles for
cant gains.
"Stonewall" Jackson and "Dutch" Lietzey; Stewart for Kirkland; FeTennant right in the grind at the well for Roy; Mullins for Jackson;
Palmer for
center of the line, where most of Bailes for Holahan;
Auburn's plays were being directed, Bowles. Auburn: Salter for Turner,
smeared play after play, and Pat Self for Brice; Spinks for Pruitt;
Harmon played a great defensive Hagood; Harkins for Sitz; Marlet
for Pruitt; Allen for Williams. Refegame with the secondary.
To the Clemson ends should go ree Stupper (Ga-Tech), Umpire Wil(Virginia)
Headlinesman.
huge .piles of laurel for their play. liams
Their great performance was one of Morarity (St.
Mary's).
Time of
the features. Gary Finklea, the vet- quarters, fifteen minutes.
eran Tiger ilankman, showed that he
—W. W. B.
is still a powerful man on a wing,
and he starred throughout the game. PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE
Wallace, Roy the new end, proved
BLUESTOCKINGS TO BE NEXT
worthy of the good things that have
OPPONENT OP JUNGALEERS
been said about him, and played
(continued from page one)
splendid football until he was forced
out of the game by a slight injury. they will take the time to impress
\nd Jack Fewell, who took his place, on handsome Bob Zeigler exactly
upheld his reputation for vicious how much personage adds to th«
tackling which nails the runner with- general beauty of the surrounding
out further ado. Jake Wray also terrain. An abundance of seats will
went in, and he too did well.
be available and the admission fee
Clean Game
gies the buyer his choice, hence
Despite the ferocity of the bat- evryone is urged to take advantage
tle, the sportsmanship was of the of this opportunity and profit therebest and play was exceptionally by.
claen. The intense hardness of the
Although the squad has just
contest made a little roughness in- emerged- from one of the two hardevitable, but teams played square est clashes of the yar, no one on
and there was an entire lack of the team will be incapacitated by
anything smacking of dirty football. injuries. Undoubtedly the team is
A huge crowd of Auburn alumni, somewhat low in vitality at the
gathered for the Homcoming Day, present but the end of the week
made up a large part of the crowd. sould witness an entire recuperation
A mere handful of Clemson support- from the wear and strain resulting
ers, composed chiefly of alumni and from the fracas with the Auburn
a very few students, managed to Tiger. All the boys put up a wondermake themselves heard amid the ful fight against tremendous opposiAuburn din throughout the game.
tion, and it would be hard to praise
them unduly. Each fellow went
down with a do or die determinaExchange of Punts
During the first half the teams tion, and if the Auburnites had been
battled without either gainng much the slightest bit weaker the score
gVound. and punts were swapped at would have read differently.
—E. W. C.
frequent
intervals. A toe
artist
named Green did Auburn's punting
Jacobi: Bob, did you see that picand he managed to outdo the famous toe of Captain Charley Robin- ture they had at camp, The Face on
son, which seemed to be a little off. the Bar Room Floor?
Bob Maxwell: You remember I
Shortly after the opening of the
second quarter, Williams attempted stayed only two weeks.
Jake: Well it only lasted one
a placement kick for goal, but failed, and Auburn still failed to show night.

get the idea that it was poor playing
VESPER SERVICE
on the part of the Purple and Gold
rush line. Not by any means, for
GAINS INTEREST the boys played marvelous football.
College Quartet Renders Selections—
B. O. Williams Delivers Main
Address Of The Service.
The college quartet is to be complimented on the song they sang
for us at Vesper Service Sundaynight. They sang "The Church in
the Wildwood" just as pretty as
any one could want it sung. If we
hadn't gotten anything else by going to Vesper than that song, we
would have been well paid for going.
Mr. B. O. Williams, a man who
has been on the Clemson campus
for about eleven years, made the
talk of the evening. Mr. Williams
has meant a great deal to the Y. M.
C. A. during his stay at Clemson and
has always been mighty good about
helping
out
down
there.
Mr.
Williams said that that was the first
time that he has had a chance to
talk to a bunch of students who
volunteer to come to services as the
ones at Vesper Servies do.
Mr. Williams talked on The Prayer Life. "The Prayer Life," says
Mr. Williams is the greatest need
in the life of the student. Students
should rely more on the power we
get from prayer. Jesus taught how
and why to pray. Jesus said "Ask,
and it shall be given you; knock,
and it shall be open unto you".
How are we using our time at college? The Great God of power and
life controls every movement we
make. He will answer our prayers
if they are in the right way. He does
answer them directly and a great
many many times indirectly.
Are we doing anything to help
the other fellow along? A man on
his death bed said to his family
gathered around him, "Service is the
only thing that counts. Bont count
money." Sin and frivolity may do
to live by, but it does not do to die
by. One may ask himself, "What
have I done today?" What kind of
stand are you taking here at college? Jesus was a man of prayer.
He went to his father early in the
morning in prayer. He was a man of
power. "I would hate," says Mr.
Williams, "to try to tabulate the
time spent in prayer by the average
college student. Most men pray in
time of need and only then. But
we should make prayer habitual.
We should give God credit for what
he has done for us.
—T. J. H.
AUBURN TIGERS DOWN
CLEMSON TIGERS IN FURIOUS
JUNGLE BATTLE ON PLAINS
(continued from page one)
football and carries it through the
line. . He did most of the gaining
and finally plunged over for the
lone touchdown of the game.
The Line
But bright as their parts shine,
the honors of the battle go not to
Salters who bucked the line, or to
Williams whose toe alone accounted
for seven points, but to the Auburn
line. Famed for great linis, Auburn
has one this year that will compare
with the Plainsman forward walls
of tradition. Its work made possible
the success of the Auburn backs.
All Clemson will agree with me,
I know, when I say that Auburn
must have a great line, for it was
able to out-play the greatest Clemson line this writer has ever seen.
Only by a narrow margin did it
out-play our Tiger forwards, but
still it had a slight edge.
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uilding Constantly
Toward Perfection
(7|-sECAUSE efiicient machinery is now and always will
-*-' be indispensable to profitable farming, this subject is
of prime importance to every man who would master the
fundamentals of Agriculture.
No machine is perfect, but the tendency must always be
toward greater perfection because no machine can long
survive except as it demonstrates superior efficiency,
economy and dependability.
The series of Case advertisements which will appear in
this magazine during this school year will tell the interesting story of the Case Engineering Code—how, through
a system which provides sure, steady, orderly progress
toward perfection, Case machines are kept as near as possible to the top notch of efficiency and economy.
It's an unusual story; one that will, we hope, prove both
interesting and helpful to you in your future work.

J. I. Case Threshing Machine Co.
Dept. X75

lEstablished 18421
Racine

Wisconsin

Case Farm Tractors, Steel Threshers, Silo Fillers,
Baling Presses, Steam Engines, Road Machinery,
Grand Detour Plows and Disk Harrows.
NOTE—Our plows and harrows are NOT the Case plows and
harrows made by the J. 1. Case Plow Works Company.
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that then, for he was on hand for
the battle.
SPEAKING *OF * PERMITS, the
Clemson Kora Kadets went wild Friday morning over the rumor that
permits would be granted for any
of the students who cared to make
the trip to Auburn to go. But the
rumor was fluke.

ON SATURDAY we moved. THE
BALDHBAD ROW from Clemson to
Drake Field at Auburn, Alabama,
and there we watched the most
furiously conested battle ever staged
on the home grounds of the Plainsmen. At least that's what the Auburn people said about it, and far
be it from us to question them,
for though it was the first time
we had visited the Village of the
Plains, we saw a plenty.
•' • «
AUBURN has a great team, much
better than the eleven Boozer Pitts
brought to Clemson last fall, and
they were primed for our Tigers,
just as ours were for them. Pitted
against opponents of almost equal
strength, each Tiger team fought
superbly, and the Jungle beast of
the plains won a clean though narrow victory. Clemson has no alibis.
DOWN ON THE* PLAINS they
considered the Clemson game their
biggest home game, and highly
elated they were over winning it.
They were lsoking for a hard opponent in our Tigers of the hills, and
they jolly well got what they were
loeking for. During a large part of
the game the two teams battled
each other to a standstill, and except for the one continous drive,
when they marched for a touchdown, the Tigers of the
plains
gained little more ground than Clemeon did .
THE TWO FIELD GOALS which
gave Auburn her first six points,
were splendidly executed affairs, the
one from the forty-nine yard line
being an especially pretty kick. But
they were both kicked from fairly
long range (more honor to Williams
whe kicked them) and were not the
result of any concerted offensive
drive into close territory.
IN THAT DRIVE down the field
which netted them the only touchdown of the game the Plainsmen
got fine results with a simple line
buck, worked with smoothness and
drive. All of which goes to prove
that smooth execution is more important than deception. A simp1''
play, worked right with every man
doing his part will gain ground
where a deceptive play, poorly
don,
will
fail, Of course
the
deceptive play done with the same
precision and drive will get probably
better results.

• • •

GLORY there was in plenty and
to spare for both teams. Clemson
has no need to be ashamed of her
team; but on the other hand has
■ every right to be proud of it. Ths
Tigers fought a good fight, and
-deserve nothing but praise. The AuTmrn folks were loud in their praises
of the Clemson eleven. Everyone
there conceded that the Plainsmen
did well to win, and that Clemson
has a great team.

THAT SAME Kora Kadet did a
mighty fine thing when it turned out
Sunday afternoon to welcome the
team home, just as though the victory had been won. It was nothing
more than was due, for the welcome
would have been vociferous if Clemson had won and for the great battle they fought the Tigers were due
as much praise as if they had won.
IT WAS not matter of Clemson's
Just the same it was a nice thing
team falling down, but one of the
for the boys to do, and we know
Auburn team being too good. And
the team appreciates it.
even at that it wasn't much too
* * *
good. Just a little less ability and
drive on Auburn's part and Clemson
AND NOW with the Tiger-Tiger
would have won.
battle a mater for history to deal
with, Clemson turns to the problem
SPORTMANSHIP of the
kind of winning the state championship
which all athletics should inculate and defeating V. P. I. and Davidson.
and which justifies the existance of P. C. comes next. That should be
intercollegiate sport was exhibted at a good game, but Clemson will win
the Tiger-Tiger clash. Combatants all right. Then comes the State Fair
in what the players on both sides classic between the Tiger and the
classed as the hardest battle they Gamecock.
• • •
had ever contested, the two Jungle
NOW WE KNOW most Clemson
teams nevertheless fought the deadly fight with a spirit of fairness people will disagree with the stateand clean play. Both teams were ment we are going to make now,
but we believe it just the sam?.
above anything dirty.
and will continue to do so. Here
• • »
AUBURN treats a visiting team as goes. The game which means more
Clemson tries to treat her visitors. to Clemson than any other still
Every courtesy and consideration is on the schedule and the one which
shown to visitors, and the Clemson the Tigers should make the bigmen appreciate their treatment. Dur- gest effort to win is the V. P. I.
ing the play the Auburn students game.
* * »
gave yells, for
any Clemson men
IN THE MINDS of most Clemson
who were hurt, and after the game
large numbers of players and stu- people the most important thing
dents came up to the Clemson men is to beat Furman and Carolina and
and congratulated them on their win the state championship. Those
game. And some Auburn students, are important and we want to do
while carrying off their victorious them as much as anybody does, and
players, also took Captain Charlie we believe it will be done. But
Robinson of the losers, off on their Clemson will never go back to her
shoulders. Several Auburn players old position in Dixie football, until
also expressed appreciation for the gne quits thinking so much about
good treament they received here the state championship and goes
last year. The two schools, in spite out for the big boys.
of the furor with which they attack each other on the field of play,
THE WINNING of the Auburn
are the staunchest of friends.
game would have done more than
* * *
A SMALL BAND of Clemson anything else could this year to put
Clemson back on the map. But that
supporters made a lot of racket amid
is
past now, and the boys put up
the din of the Auburn thousands.
a
valiant
battle and lost. Now the
There were a handful of students,
thing to do is to beat V. P. I., known
mostly members of the second team,
who rated permits on that account, as a strong team, and show the
who made their way by devious South what Clemson has. Furman
means to the Village of the Plains. and Carolina have good teams and
A tale stranger than fiction could hard ones for Clemson to beat, and
the traditional rivalry is natural.
be made of the adventures of one
or two of the automobile parties But when Clemson beats them, nowhich conquered trouble and did body outside of South Carolina ever
hears about it. But when Clemson
without sleep to see the game. And
beats
Auburn or V. P. I. or one of
a number of alumni and former
the
other
Conference opponents from
residents of the Clemson campus
other parts of the South, the whole
made their way to Auburn for the
section will know it. Let's go gunngame. Emmet Emanual, who only
ing after the big boys. With Auburn
recently was captain of a Cleson elepast, the next best thing is to beat
ven, and Stumpy Banks, who probaV. P. I., and the boys are going
bly wished he was in there skirking
to do it on Homecoming Day.
the ends, were on deck.

• • •
VISIONS OF PERMITS not granted bobbed up and gales of laughter
swept the Clemson squad Saturday
morning when T. Clagett Wood, who
ruled H. Company last year and is
now a lieutenant in Uncle Sam's
army. Arrived at Auburn and informed the Tiger party that Major
Madison Pearson had classes at the
U. S. Infantry School up to 1 o'clock
and couldn't get a permit to get
off before that time. However he
evidently made the jounrney after
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SINCE the games of Saturday,
Clemson-Auburn and Furman-Alabama, speculation has been rife as
to the comparative merits of Auburn and Alabama. From all accounts Alabama must have a great
team. They may have a slight edge
over Auburn, but it can't be much
edge, for take our word for it the
Plainsman machine is a great one.
It is many times better than last
year's in spite of the low score
against Birmingham-Southern.' It
beat the greatest Clemson team of
recent years, which is one big feather
in its cap. The supremacy of the two
big Alabama teams will not be
settled for the two schools are at
outs, but we would wager that the
end of the season will show Alabama
not far ahead of Auburn.
UNDOUBTEDLY Clemson made a
stronger showing against her foreign
opponent than did either Furman or
Carolina. Auburn had an awful
time if it putting one touchdown
over Clemson, and the two field
goals were kicked without appreciable gain of ground as a preparation,
while Furman and Carolina both
went down under three touchdowns.
Furman it is said, put up a great
defensive fight against Alabama,
however.
• • •
V. P. I. AND AUBURN will tie
up Saturday in one of the feature
games of the day's Southern Conference program. Much interest will
be evident here, as the game should
give us a line on the V. P. I. team
which will be here November 1.

editoral by its Editor-in-Chief, Miss
Catherine Peterman, expressing the
wish that the game be staged at
Winthrop.

*

*

*

OUR THANKS
go to
"Red"
Caughman for so ably filling THE
BALDHEAD ROW last week, while
we were away. He did it well. We
also thank the author of the editorial telling of our absence for the
expression of sympathy which he
included.

NEW BROADCASTING
■STATION RENDER!
PROeRAM NIGHTLY
A new, but very interesting feature of barrack life is being experienced by the cadets of new
barracks. Several of the cadets being in the need of more strenous
exercise, have been attempting to
strengthen their lungs so they have
set up a broadcasting station on
the gang plank. The name of this
station is B. V.D. Each night as
the sweet strains of Taps float out
over the balmy air, these beautiful boys with their harmonious
voices give three husky yells resembling that of a dying calf under the spreading chestnut tree.
These cadets were very fortunate
in securing the services of Colonel
Mullins and JMajojr "Bull-juice"
Darby as coaches. These coaches are
doing everything in their power to
bring success to these cadets and
we hope that in a few nights the
cadets may be able to broad-cast
their report to the moost remote
parts of the campus. Luck to you
Coaches Mullins and Darby.

NOTHING has been heard lately
as the progress of the campaign to
move the Clemson-Davidson game
to Rock Hill. Here's hoping it will
be done. Davidson, please don't hold
Jacobi says that he sure knows
out for too much money. The that the amphiteatre at camp had a
Johnsonian recently carried a nice'g00^ floor; he hit it twiee.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
On October 15, 16 and 17, we will conduct a OneCent special Sale on all REXALL Products, in which
line we will sell two articles for one cent more than
the price of one such article. For example, two,
fifty-cent articles will be sold for 51 cents. For
further information inquire at
THE

DRUG

STORE

and get lined up on one of the best bargain proposition on the campus.
Our Clemson Specialties Include
Loose Leaf Note Books
Note Book Fillers
Lefax Note Books
Eversharp Pencils
Fountain Pens ■
Stationery

Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
Pillow Covers
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies

• * •
LET'S GO the rest of the season
with every game a victory. It can
be done. It will be done.
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IN GEORGIA you don't hear of
Tech, Georgia, Oglethorpe, and Mercer worrying about a state championship. They go out for the opponents from everywhere. And by
the same token Clemson will arrive
when she sets her sights high and
concentrates beyond the borders of
the Palmetto State.
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COMPLETE LINE OF NEW ARMY GOODS
,

INCLUDING

SHIRTS, SHOES, RAINCOATS AND LOCKERS
SEE A. H. CHAPMAN—Room 245 <T
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